Optical Abstract. A challenge in the semiconductor industry is 3-D inspection of the miniaturized solder bumps grown on wafers for direct die-to-die bonding. An inspection mechanism proposed earlier requires the projection of a binary fringe grating to the inspected surface from an inclined angle. For high speed and accuracy of the mechanism, the projection optics has to meet these requirements: ͑1͒ it allows a tilt angle between the inspected surface and the projector's optical axis; ͑2͒ it has a high bandwidth to let high-spatial-frequency harmonics contained in the binary grating pass through the lens and be projected onto the inspected surface properly; ͑3͒ it has a high modulation transfer function; ͑4͒ it has a large field of view; and ͑5͒ it has an adequate depth of field that matches the depth range of the inspected surface. In this paper, we describe a projection optics design, consisting of a fringe grating and several pieces of spherical lens, that addresses the requirements. To reduce the lens aberrations, the grating is laid out with an angle chosen specifically to make the grating, the lens, and the average plane of the inspected surface intersect in the same line. Performance analysis and tolerance analysis are shown to demonstrate the feasibility of the design.
Introduction
With the semiconductor industry advancing rapidly toward smaller, lighter, faster, and cheaper products, area array packages, including ball grid arrays, chip-scale packages, flip-chip packaging, wafer bumping, and wafer-level packaging ͑WLP͒, are quickly becoming the focus of IC packaging technology. They could help improve device performance and manufacturability, and ultimately reduce cost.
However, the shrunk dimension of the devices also leads to more stringent requirement on process control and quality assurance. A particular challenge is the development of vision techniques for inspecting the 3-D surface of wafer bumps accurately and efficiently. There have been a few noncontact optical shape measurement methods proposed in the literature: laser triangulation, [1] [2] [3] confocal microscopy, 4, 5 sinusoidal pattern projection, 6 and moiré interferometry. 7, 8 However, these methods suffer from either low speed or high sensitivity to noise. In an earlier work we proposed a new mechanism for reconstructing wafer bump surfaces in 3-D. 9, 10 As shown in Fig. 1 , the grating is projected onto the inspected surface at an incident angle of 30 deg. The mechanism is based on projecting a binary pattern to the surface and capturing image of the illuminated scene. By shifting the binary pattern in space and every time taking a separate image of the illuminated surface, each position on the illuminated surface will be assigned a binary code in the sequence of images taken. With a suitable design of the binary pattern, the binary code can be made unique for each bump surface position. With such binary codes, correspondences between image positions and positions of the projected pattern can be readily established. 3-D information about the bump surface can then be obtained over these coded points via triangulation.
The design of the projection lens, which determines the quality of the projected fringes on the inspected surface, is important for the proposed inspection system. To reconstruct 3-D surfaces with high speed and accuracy, there are the following requirements for the projection lens system: ͑1͒ it allows a tilt angle of about 60 deg between the inspected surface and the projector's optical axis; ͑2͒ it has a large bandwidth to let high-spatial-frequency harmonics contained in the binary grating pass through and be projected onto the inspected surface properly; ͑3͒ it has a large modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒; ͑4͒ it has a large field of view ͑FOV͒ of about 10ϫ 10 mm over the inspected surface, to speed up the reconstruction process; ͑5͒ it has a large depth of field ͑DOF͒ that corresponds to the height of the inspected surface. The above requirements lead to great challenges in the projection lens design. This paper addresses the design of such a projection system. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the design issues, including the MTF requirement of the designed lens, the key factors for correcting lens aberration, and the methodology of improving the depth of field of the lens. Two designed lens systems that meet the requirements are described in Sec. 3. Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. 4.
Design Issues
The grating pattern projection system is to project a pattern onto the microsurface in such a way that the pattern, on reflection from the surface and imaging by the camera, will retain the fine details to a specified level. The main concerns in the design of the system are the defocus ͑modula-tion reduction͒ and image distortion ͑pattern variation͒ in the propagation of the light. The distortion will cause an offset of both the grating position and the pitch variation, which generally affect the 3-D ͑height͒ measurement; also, the modulation reduction will reduce the SNR and in turn the accuracy of the projected pattern edge detection.
Image Modulation Requirement of the
Projection System A binary pattern ͑stripe grating͒ is a repeating sequence of light and dark bars, with one pair of adjacent light and dark bars making up each cycle. These cycles repeat in a grating. These square gratings in the captured image data are supposed to be reducible to a set of sharp edges like the bars shown in Fig. 2 .
A binary pattern f͑x͒ of period 2L can be expressed by a Fourier series:
͑1͒
It consists of more high-frequency components than a sinusoidal grating, and the amplitudes of the components get smaller as the frequencies go up. When the binary pattern is projected onto the inspected surface through a set of projection lenses, the high-order harmonics of the pattern will be diminished because of the lenses' limited bandwidth. Therefore, crisp fringes as shown in Fig. 2 , when projected onto the inspected surface, will not remain perfectly black or white, but will appear as gray-level fringes. In other words, the boundaries of the binary stripes will appear blurred in the captured image data. When a binary grating with spatial frequency is projected on the reference plane through the projection lens, the modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒ of the projection lens is defined as
where M i is the modulation of the projected fringes and M o is the modulation of the grating. The MTF is a function of the spatial frequency , which decreases rapidly with increasing .
The sharper is an edge, the higher frequency components it contains. Figure 3 illustrates a set of intensity profiles around the edge region, varying from smooth to sharp. The smooth edges do not contain enough high-frequency harmonics to present a rapid transition. Only with more higher-frequency harmonics retained could sharper edges be obtained. To sharpen the edge between black and white stripes in the projection, more harmonics of the proper frequency and amplitude should pass through the projection lens. 11, 12 Experiments show that if in the image data we are to capture fringes with sharp enough edges on the inspected surface, we need to design a projection lens with a high MTF value for the fifth harmonic of the grating's spatial frequency. As our system requires a binary grating with 10 line pairs per millimeter ͑1p/mm͒, we need to design a lens with good MTF performance at 50-lp/ mm spatial frequency.
Aberration Corrections of the Cross-Axis Optics
Various kinds of aberrations occur when light passes through the portion of the lens that is distant from the lens center. They include spherical aberration, coma aberration, chromatic aberration, and so on. 13 Symmetric doublets can reduce the spherical aberration greatly. More complete coma aberration correction can be achieved by using a combination of lenses that are symmetric about a central stop, such as double Gauss lenses. One way to minimize the chromatic aberration is to use glasses of different dispersions in a doublet or in other combinations. In this work, we use a combination of different lenses to compensate the lens aberration.
Cross-axis layout of the CCD camera and the grating projector require that the image plane ͑i.e, the reference plane shown in Fig. 4 , which is the average plane of the inspected surface͒ be not perpendicular but tilted with respect to the optical axis of the projector. In other words, the binary grating is projected onto the inspected surface at an oblique angle . Large can improve the 3-D reconstruction precision of the inspected wafer. However, it will greatly increase the lens aberration and reduce the MTF.
The first problem arising from this optical layout is that the lateral magnifications for the upper and lower edges of the image plane are different. This so-called keystone distortion is caused by the fringe pattern projection direction not being perpendicular to the image plane 14, 15 of the camera. The keystone distortion is not symmetric with respect to the optical axis; thus we cannot use the conventional spherical lens combination for correcting it at all positions in the image plane. The second problem is that the focusing acuity of the image changes linearly from the lower to the upper edge of the image plane. The image can at any particular setting be in sharp focus only over a horizontal strip of it. The solution in our design is to use the Scheimpflug optical system to eliminate both the keystone distortion and the linear defocusing effect. It differs from the conventional techniques in that the object plane, lens plane, and image plane are not parallel to each other, but intersect in a common straight line. Furthermore, the lines where the grating and image planes intersect with the corresponding principal planes must have the same height, as shown in Fig. 5 . We can see that the required tilting of the grating plane to eliminate the keystone distortion is in the opposite sense to that required for focusing the image over the entire image plane. 15 The chief advantage of the Scheimpflug geometry is that a large depth of focus can be achieved. 16 Let R 1 be an arbitrary vector in the grating plane inclined at angle P to the axis of the input lens, and R 2 be the projected image of R 1 in the image plane from an inclination angle Q. Let m be the magnification of the projection lens. Then R 1 can be decomposed into three orthogonal components x 1 , y 1 , and z 1 ͑shown in Fig. 5͒ . Since the inclination of the grating plane is a constant angle P, the following relationship will always be satisfied:
The components of the image R 2 of R 1 will be similarly designed so that x 2 , y 2 , z 2 are related to the grating components by
where m 2 is the familiar longitudinal magnification. The relation between the tilt angle P of the grating pattern plane and the tilt angle Q of the image plane can be expressed as tanQ = − m tanP. ͑5͒
Using the method of tilting the grating plane, the offaxis keystone distortion can be corrected properly. 
Improving the Depth of Field for Bumped Ball
Imaging When a lens focuses on an object at a distance, only the parts of the object that are exactly at that depth are in focus. Other parts are out of focus. The zone of acceptable sharpness is referred to as the depth of field ͑DOF͒. Since the average height of the bump is from 80 to 400 m, the optics should have a DOF of about 400 m. Increasing the DOF of the projection lens increases the sharpness of the deformed pattern image. The DOF can be calculated as 
where ␦ is the diameter of the acceptable circle of confusion, f is the focal length of the lens, F is the aperture ͑or F stop͒, L is the focused subject distance ͑this is what is set on the lens focus scale͒, ⌬L 1 and ⌬L 2 are the near and far distance values of the DOF, respectively, and ⌬L is the whole DOF of the optics. From Eq. ͑6͒, we know that the DOF can be increased by reducing the lens's aperture.
Projection System Design and Performance Analysis
The projection lens is required to properly project the binary grating of spatial frequency 10 lp/ mm to the inspected surface with FOV of 10ϫ 10 mm. In order to capture the deformed fringes with sharp edges, a high modulation at the fifth harmonic of the base frequency is needed. The ZEMAX software 17 is used in this optics design. The comprehensive software tool for optics design integrates all the features required to conceptualize, design, optimize, analyze, tolerance-insert, and document virtually any optical system.
Designed Projection System
Consider a FOV 10ϫ 10 mm. Five symmetrical positions, as shown in Fig. 6 , are used for performance analysis. The purpose of the design is to optimize all parameters of the optics: radii, thickness, glasses, conics, aspheric coefficients, and so on. The layout of the designed projection optics, whose aperture is 9.05 mm, is shown in Fig. 7 .
In order to improve the DOF of the projection lens, the aperture of the first designed optics was reduced to 8 mm. The modified design with a larger DOF is shown in Fig. 7 . The components' parameters for the modified design are shown in Table 1 .
The parameters of the two designed systems are shown in Table 2 , where the distance OI is the total length from the grating to the image of the lens. From Table 2 , we can see that as the aperture is reduced from 9.05 to 8.00 mm, the MTF is also reduced a little, from 0.52 to 0.44.
As for the designed system with small DOF, the tilt angle of the image plane is Q = 30 deg, the tilt angle of the grating is P 1 = 15.04 deg, and the optical paraxial magnification m 1 is −2.134. From Eq. ͑5͒, it can be determined that the relation between the tilted image and grating plane is tanQ / tanP 1 Ϸ −m 1 .
For the designed system with the larger DOF, the tilt angle of the image plane is also Q = 30 deg, the tilt angle of the grating pattern is P 2 = 12.35 deg, and the optical paraxial magnification m 2 is −2.62. The relation between the tilted image and grating plane of this modified design is tanQ / tanP 2 Ϸ −m 2 .
Performance Analysis
An ideal lens will focus an input parallel beam to a point ͑focal point͒, which should be infinitesimally tiny. However, because of lens aberrations and diffraction, the focal spot of a real lens has a finite size. All singlet lenses have a significant amount of aberration. Figure 8 shows a so-called spot diagram in the case that the grating plane and the image plane are placed at right angles to the optical axis of projection. In general, elimination of the keystone distortion can have the effect that the average image spot size at the edge of the field is increased.
To describe the lens's ability to transfer contrast at a particular resolution level from the grating to the image, the MTF curves at three image positions ͑0,0͒, ͑5,5͒, and ͑−5,−5͒ are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . In each graph, there are two curves, one for the tangential MTF and the other for the sagittal MTF. The reason for the difference between the two plots is that the point spread function becomes asymmetric off axis, which means the resolution in the two directions is also different. A graph of the encircled fraction of the energy plotted against the radius of the aperture is called the radial energy distribution curve. The curve ͑shown in Fig. 11͒ indicates the fraction E of the total energy in an image pattern that falls in a circle of radius R.
If the acceptable sharpness in imaging target object is specified by a MTF at 50 lp/ mm of 0.3, the DOF can be improved from 380 to 470 m when the aperture is reduced from 9 to 8 mm, as shown in Fig. 12 . Such a design with higher DOF can cover the average height of the inspected bumps, which is from 80 to 400 m. The MTF parameters are reduced only a little, from 0.48 to 0.43 at position ͑0,0͒ in the image plane.
Tolerance Analysis
Through the MTF curve shows what a lens is capable of theoretically under the optical prescription, it does not indicate the actual performance of the lens after manufacturing. Manufacturing always introduces some performance loss in the design, due to tolerances. For this reason, tolerance testing enables characterization of the actual performance of both the designed lens and the manufactured lens. Table 3 and Table 4 give the tolerance data and the simulated MTF parameters after considering the tolerance of the manufacturing, as well as the performance requirements of the optical system.
Note that theoretically with the use of more component lenses the performance of a lens system can be further im- proved. However, the use of more lenses could also bring about larger tolerances in the manufacturing process and affect the actual optical performance. The manufacturing cost will also increase.
Real Image Experiments
Experiments have been conducted to inspect the microsolder epoxy on an IC packaging device surface, for which the proposed projection system is a key component of the reconstruction system. In the result presented in Fig. 13 , the height distribution of a very small solder surface ͑the whole object surface was no bigger than 12 mmϫ 12 mm ϫ 600 m͒ was inspected to show the 3-D profile measurement capability of the system for small-form parts. The reconstruction system, detailed in Refs. 9 and 10, uses the proposed projection system to project the fringe grating first to a reference plane and then to the target surface. The image data taken separately for the two surfaces are then compared through an algorithm, and 3-D measurements of the target surface can be obtained with reference to the reference plane. Figure 13͑a͒ shows an image of the reference plane under the pattern projection. It was part of a calibration step. Figure 13͑b͒ shows the image of the target object under pattern projection. Figure 13͑c͒ shows the reconstructed height distribution of the object. Figure 13͑d͒ shows a 2-D plot indicating a cross section of the reconstructed solder epoxy profile height from image position ͑50, 108͒ to ͑280, 108͒ ͑the red line͒ in Fig. 13͑b͒ . Thorough evaluation experiments against ground truth have been conducted. The ground truth was measured by a machine of high precision and accuracy-the ZYGO machine-and the solder epoxy profile was detected using a phase-shifting interferometer with 0.1-m height resolution. The comparison shows that in the direction of the height measurement a mean squared error of no more than 9.43 m was achieved by the 3-D reconstruction system, and that confirms the validity of the proposed grating projection system design in achieving quality 3D reconstruction.
Conclusion
To realize an optical system for semiconductor surface inspection, a design of a projection lens system with the following requirements is needed: ͑1͒ it allows a tilt between the inspected surface and the projector's optical axis; ͑2͒ it has large bandwidth; ͑3͒ it has large MTF; ͑4͒ it has large FOV; and ͑5͒ it has large DOF. We have described how the design challenge can be met using a combination of lenses and a method of correcting keystone aberration. The designed projection lens system can project a binary grating onto the inspected surface with sharp contrast between the light and dark fringes. Theoretical analysis demonstrates the feasibility of the design. 
